CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY
Results of a degree dissertation from Austria

The influence of different mixing processes on
the strength of ultra-high performance concretes
The history of mixing and the history of the manufacture of concrete go back a long way. Even the Romans had the so-called opus caementitium, nowadays known as Roman concrete. This was used to manufacture compressively strong structural components from water-resistant mortar and stone chippings. Probably the most famous building constructed with Roman concrete is the Pantheon (fig. 1), whose dome
spans 43 m [1]. Even today we are still striving for ever greater heights and spans in buildings. The development of continually better building materials goes hand-in-hand with the drive towards the ever larger. Hence, over the course of time the compressive strength of concrete has been continuously increased, which has ultimately led to a completely newly-developed building material, ultra-high performance
concrete (UHPC for short).
Karin Safranek, TU Vienna, Austria
In order to make it at all possible to increase the strength of concrete, the original 3component system (water, cement and
aggregate) had to be expanded (fig. 2).
The purposeful manufacture of concrete
with a compressive strength of over 100
N/mm2 was first made possible with the
introduction of silica dust and superplasticiser or liquefier as additives [3]. This expansion to a 5-component system has revolutionised concrete as a material and allows it
even to compete with steel in some
respects.

Figure 2: Concrete as a 5-component system

for good processability and high strength
[4]. Modern mixers are computer-controlled and can be adapted individually to any
material. The speed with which the mixing
drum revolves and its direction of rotation
can be controlled. Similarly, different
mixing profiles can be created in which the
material is mixed in a particular sequence
of speed/time combinations. Over and
above that, various mixing tools are used.

Mixing processes

Figure 1: Pantheon in Rome [2]

The basis for the outstanding properties of
UHPC is the reduction of the water/binder
ratio to under 0.2 as well as the homogenisation of the concrete texture. In order to
achieve the latter, not only was the concrete technology improved during the course
of research, the mixing technique was also
continually updated and adapted to the
special requirements.
Compared to normal concrete, UHPC is
mixed for a significantly longer time, since it
is important to achieve the optimum homogeneity. It is necessary that the fine grains
lie as individual grains in the concrete and
do not form agglomerates. This is important
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The theory of mixing
Mixing can be understood to be the distribution of particles of mass in a specified
volume, whereby the particles differ in at
least one property [5]. The objective of
mixing is the even distribution of all components. A mixture can be said to be homogeneous if all components are balanced in
their concentration. If the properties of the
materials of a mixture to be mixed fluctuate
due to production or on account of the raw
materials, the compensation of this fluctuation is described as homogenisation [6].
A great many requirements must be met
when manufacturing concrete. Most of the
requirements are precisely defined. Certain
dimensions, masses, forces or a certain temperature must be maintained. The properties of the cement, the aggregates, the
mixing water, and the additives are also

described in standards and specified to the
user. However, there are no binding specifications or standards for the process with
which these materials are all brought together: namely the mixing of the concrete [7].
There are no regulations governing the
requirements for mixing, the mixing action
and the uniformity of the concrete.
One important goal in mixing is to achieve
a prespecified mixing quality, as well as
quality assurance. There are many factors
that influence a mixing process [5]. The
most important of these are machine and
product-influencing variables.
In terms of the mixing technique, quality
means uniformity or, in other words, homogeneity. The goal of every mixing process is
to achieve an ideal homogeneity.
The ideal or absolute homogeneity is the
total evenness of the entire material. In mixtures of solids in a dry or wet state there is
no absolute homogeneity. In these areas of
consistency an apparent homogeneity is
achieved at the macro-level, but only a partial inhomogeneity is to be found at the
micro-level.
A chessboard pattern represents an ideal
mixture. However, this cannot be said to be
a mixed state; it is much more a distributed
state. This is an ideal state of order. The
state of a good mixture can therefore not
be that of an ideal order, but rather only a
complete disorder [9]. If one were to arranwww.cpi-worldwide.com
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a) completely demixed

b) ordered

c) textures

d) Demixing

e) real interim status

f) homogeneous
random mixture

Figure 3: Various mixing states [5]

ge an equal number and size of black and white material elements
like a chessboard in a mixer and then switch on the mixer, the state
of complete disorder would always be achieved after a not defined
mixing time.
Absolute homogeneity only exists in an ideal state of order, which,
however, cannot be produced by the mixing process. The final state
after a mixing process corresponds to a complete disorder, which
at best leads to a homogeneous random mixture (fig. 3).
Mixing devices
Within the scope of the degree dissertation by K. Safranek, investigations were carried out into the effects of the mixing process on the
strength characteristics of ultra-high performance concrete. To this
end the differences between a conventional mixer and the tilted pan
mixer used (Eirich company) were determined first of all.
The main difference between a conventional pan mixer (ring-pan or
planetary mixer) and a tilted pan mixer is the tilted position and
rotation of the mixing container. The mixture is transported to the
mixing tool by the rotating movement (fig. 4). The special feature of
the tilted pan mixer is that the transport of the mixture is decoupled
from the actual mixing process. This separation of the transport of
the mixture and the mixing process enables the speed of the mixing
tool and, hence, also the input of power to the mixture to be varied
[7].
In a simple mixer the speed of the container is zero. The movement
energy of the mixing tool is converted into mixing energy, friction
and wear. A tilted pan mixer has a rotating mixing container, for
which reason the speed of the mixture is equal to the speed of the
container and the movement energy therefore directly corresponds
to the mixing energy.

Ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC)
Ultra-high performance concrete is a particularly high density concrete with a largest grain size of < 1 mm. Due to the use of very fine
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aggregates as well as the addition of microsilica as a bulking agent, ultra-high performance concrete achieves a compressive
strength of over 150 N/mm2. This strength
can be further increased by the addition of
steel fibres. A further feature of UHPC is its
low water/binder ratio. In order to achieve
values < 0.2 and at the same time ensure
good processability, high performance
superplasticiser must be mixed in. On
account of its fine constituents, UHPC is a
virtually homogeneous building material,
which is distinguished by its outstanding
properties with respect to its strength and
durability (fig. 5). In order to test the limits

of the mixing device, a concrete with special homogeneity requirements, namely ultrahigh performance concrete (UHPC), was
manufactured for the laboratory experiments as part of the above-mentioned
degree dissertation.
Mixing process
In a mixing process, all raw materials
should be mixed with one another in such a
way that they are evenly distributed in the
final product. Three factors are of essential
importance for achieving the best possible
homogeneity:
• Mixing period

• Mixing speed
• Mixing tool
With a tilted pan mixer it is possible to specify the above-mentioned influencing variables precisely and, hence, to control the
mixing process.
The mixing period must be selected in
accordance with the mixer so that sufficient
mixing can take place. If too little mixing
energy is input, the properties that would

Tab. 1: Comparison of a simple mixer to a tilted pan mixer

Conventional mixer

Tilted pan mixer

Mixing container is stationary

Mixing container rotates

Rotating tools transport the mixture

The container transports the mixture

Friction of the mixture against the walls
and base of the container

Friction inside the mixture only, no wall
friction

The mixing power is reduced due
to friction

The mixing power is retained

Electrical energy = mixing energy
+ friction energy + wear energy

Electrical energy = mixing energy

static combination tool
as floor/wall scraper

revolving mixing
container

The properties that are possible on account
of the composition of the concrete are only
possible if sufficient homogenisation of the
mixture is achieved. In order to control the
mixing process and to achieve a good mixture, it is necessary to control the input of
energy. This in turn is possible with a tilted
pan mixer by Eirich for example, since
hardly any friction and wear on the device
occurs during the mixing process. For this
reason the energy which is input to the
system can be directly equated to the energy necessary for mixing.

Figure 4: Mixing principle of a tilted pan mixer, Eirich company [11]
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be possible on account of the composition
of the concrete cannot be achieved [14].
The mixing period is thereby dependent on
the device itself and the type of concrete.
On account of their composition, ultra-high
performance concretes must be mixed for a
significantly longer time than normal concretes. However, over-mixing would result in
the quality of the concrete being reduced
again.
Like the mixing period, the mixing speed is
dependent on the type of concrete. From
the results of the experiments it can be seen
that the input of energy into the mixture
increases as the speed increases and,
hence, better homogenisation is possible.
However, if the speed is too high, this can
lead to rapid increases in the temperature
of the mixture. This must be considered
when selecting the speed.
The mixing tool plays a central part in the
mixing process. On account of its geometry, more or less energy will be input to the
mixture and in this way the homogeneity of
the concrete will be influenced (fig. 6).

robust, servicefriendly tool

Mixture flow with high
speed difference

Figure 5: Texture of UHPC [15]
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Figure 6: Mixing tools: star whirler (a) and pin whirler (b)

Summary
The mixing process for the manufacture of
concrete is regulated in Austria by the
ÖNORM B 3303 standard, in which is
stated: ‘…Mixing must be carried out in a
laboratory mixer in such a manner that a
homogeneous mixture results and that no
constituents of the mixture are lost…’ In
order to determine the homogeneity of a
mixture and to check it subsequently, it is
necessary to know how much power or
energy is input to the mixture.
Reproducible mixing has become possible
for the first time with the tilted pan mixer.
On account of its tilted, rotating mixing container, the speed of the mixture is equivalent
to that of the container, for which reason
the movement energy is directly equivalent
to the mixing energy.
Significant differences can be seen when
different mixing tools are used. The star
whirler is most similar to the mixing tool in a
conventional concrete mixer and produces
good results. However, it was only with the
use of the pin whirler that it could be
demonstrated that much better results can
be achieved with other tools.

Prospects
Ultra-high performance concrete is in many
respects a great building material and it
has the potential to be used in the widest
variety of applications – now and in the
future. The dense structure and very low
porosity of UHPC makes it an ideal building
material for structural elements and supporting structures that are exposed to aggressive media [12]. In order to meet these requirements, adequate homogeneity of the buil72
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ding material must be guaranteed.
Controllable and, above all, reproducible
mixing processes are required.
As the experiments showed, unreinforced
ultra-high performance concretes exhibit a
sudden, brittle failure and a low tensile
strength in relation to its compressive
strength. In order to achieve sufficient ductility, the addition of steel fibres is necessary,
possibly in combination with polypropylene
fibres [13]. In order to ensure sufficient
homogenisation of the material, controllable and, above all, reproducible mixing
processes are required.
K. Safranek’s degree dissertation shows
that one and the same building material
can exhibit different properties depending
on the way it is manufactured. It is therefore important to standardise the manufacturing process, in this case the mixing process.
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In the same way that the progressive development of concrete technology has made
significant progress with research into
UHPC, the invention of the tilted pan mixer
has also provided for significant progress in
mixing technology. The developments go
hand-in-hand, and that is a good thing too,
because ultra-high performance concrete
can only develop its outstanding properties
with a suitable mixing technique, and in
turn a new area of application for the tilted
pan mixer has been born.
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